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Meningococcal disease in an ambulance worker
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To the Editor: We read the interesting communication by Petsas et al. about a secondary case of meningococcal disease in an ambulance worker that was recently published in your journal [1]. In the described case, the worker was not considered as a close contact, and chemoprophylaxis was not offered.

In our opinion, this was wrong for at least two reasons. First of all, the ambulance worker did not use droplet precautions, i.e. he did not wear a surgical mask although this is recommended. Indeed, it is very unlikely that the distance between his face and the patient’s head was never less than 90 cm, given that he gave support in moving the patient from a chair, down the stairs and up to the ambulance, always standing at the patient’s head holding an oxygen face mask in place.

Moreover, an additional factor that could have increased the risk of transmission was the use of the oxygen face mask during the transport. Experimental studies suggest that oxygen face masks produce turbulent fluxes of aerosols, which could contain potentially infectious droplets [2,3]. In one experiment, a subject inhaled saline mist and exhaled through three different models of oxygen masks, in order to illustrate the pattern of dispersal of pulmonary gas. In two commonly used masks, exhaled gas formed a plume emanating from the side vents. In a second study, a human lung model (respiration rate, 12 breaths/min) was designed to test the potential for a simple oxygen mask in a common setting (4 litres/min) to disperse potentially infectious exhaled air into the surrounding area. A laser sheet was used to illuminate the exhaled air from the mask, which contained fine tracer smoke particles. These experimental observations evaluated the distance reached by aerosols produced by a patient correctly wearing an oxygen face mask, and showed that the exhaled air at the peak of the simulated exhalation reached a distance of approximately 40 centimetres.

A potential role of oxygen face masks in the transmission of droplet-transmitted diseases (in particular of SARS and other respiratory diseases prone to cause epidemics) is also considered in some guidelines, in which the use of standard low flow oxygen (oxygen flow rates of under 6 litres/minute) [4], or the addition of an expiratory port with a bacterial/viral filter are recommended [5].

In the described case, the patient was drowsy and agitated, and he repeatedly attempted to remove the oxygen face mask during the journey, probably causing repeated and unpredictable clouds of aerosol containing infectious droplets.

We strongly agree with the authors’ conclusion that the correct application of droplet precautions, including the use of surgical masks, should always be observed when caring for a suspected case of meningitis. When oxygen supplementation is needed, further precaution measures, such as the use of standard low flow oxygen or placement of bacterial/viral filters should be considered.
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